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The Bohl transformation has been a useful method for studying the oscillation of 
scalar self-adjoint linear differential equations. In this paper we define and develop 
a corresponding transformation which is applicable to self-adjoint linear differential 
systems, and use it to establish criteria for oscillation of these systems. In the pro- 
cess of this development we establish criteria for the global existence of solutions of 
several nonlinear systems of differential equations. 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The technique of studying second order linear differential equations via 
the nonlinear Riccati transformation-differential equation is well known. 
The scalar Riccati theory has been extended to systems of differential equa- 
tions, see, e.g., [S], and has been found useful in the study of oscillation 
of linear differential systems, in the analysis of some problems in control 
theory, and other areas of applied mathematics. Another less well-known 
nonlinear transformation-differential equation, which we choose to call the 
Bohl transformation [Z], has also been effective in the study of oscillation 
of scalar linear differential equations of the second order [IS]. It is the pur- 
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pose of this paper to show that the Bohl transformation and an associated 
nonlinear differential system can be formulated in higher dimensions and 
that the resulting transformation is useful in the study of second order 
linear differential systems. 
The (scalar) Bohl transformation may be described as follows: 
(a) $x,(t), x2(t) are linearly independent solutions of 
x”+p(t)x=O (1) 
on [a, co), where p(t) is continuous on [a, co), and o(t) = [x:(t) + xi(t)]“* 
then u(t) is a solution of 
v”+p(t)v= w;u+ (2) 
on [a, co), w,, is the Wronskian of x, , x,; and 
(b) zf u is a solution of (2) on [a, co), where wO is an arbitrary nonzero 
constant. then 
U 
I 
X’(l) = u(t) cos wou-‘(s) ds , 
b > 
, 
x2(t) = u(t) sin 
(s 
wou -2(s) ds 
b > 
(3) 
are linearly independent solutions of ( 1) having Wronskian wO, b E [a, a3 ). 
The Sturm separation theorem and other results may be derived quite 
readily using the Bohl transformation but the first oscillation theorem with 
which we will be concerned is the following [6, p. 3381: 
the differential equation (1) is oscillatory zf and only tf 
s 
a: 
u-‘(s) ds = co, where u is a solution of (2) on [a, co). 
a 
II. THE BOHL TRANSFORMATION FOR SYSTEMS 
Henceforth we shall be concerned with the self-adjoint differential system 
L[X] =X”+P(t)X=O, (4) 
where P(t) is an n x n Hermitian matrix the elements of which are 
continuous complex valued functions of a real variable t E [a, co). For our 
purposes a solution of (4) is an n x n matrix function, the elements of which 
are twice continuously differentiable, which satisfies (4) on [a, 00). For the 
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discussion of the oscillatory behavior of solutions of (4) it is necessary to 
restrict our attention to the class of solutions called conjoined. A solution 
X of (4) defined on an interval I is said to be conjoined if X is not identi- 
cally singular on any subinterval of I and X satisfies 
x*(t)x’(t)~x’*(t)x(t) (5) 
on I. The system (4) is said to be oscillatory on [a, co) if there exists a 
conjoined solution X(t) for which there is a sequence (tj}, t, -+ co, such 
that det X( cl) = 0, j = 1, 2, . . . . It follows from the Sturm-type separation 
theorem [S] that if (4) is oscillatory then every conjoined solution is 
singular on some sequence {t,>, j + co. Thus, (4) is nonoscillatory if there 
exists a conjoined solution X(t) for which det X(t) # 0 for t > t,, > a, for 
some t,. 
The derivation of (2) is strongly dependent upon the multiplicative com- 
mutativity of the functions involved; the analogous computations will not 
be valid in general when we consider differential systems. A more fruitful 
starting point from which to obtain a matrix analogue of (2) is to set u = u2 
in (2) and to consider the resulting scalar differential equation 
2uu” - (u’)2 + 4/J(t) u2 = 4, (6) 
where w0 is assumed to be unity. We now present a general theorem 
utilizing this approach. 
THEOREM 1. Let X,(t) and X,(t) be the solutions of (4) satisfying the 
initial conditions X,(u)= X;(u)= E and X;(u) = X,(u)=O, E the n x n 
identity matrix, and let U(t) = X,(t) XT(t) + X2(t) X:(t). Then U is a non- 
negative definite Hermitian solution of 
L,[U]= WY”+ u”u-(u’)2+ VP(t)+ P(t)U2+2UP(t)U 
= F*(t) t 4E, (7) 
where F(t) = ji [P(s) U(s) - U(s) P(s)] ds. 
Proof It is clear that U is nonnegative definite Hermitian. Using the 
fact that P(t) is Hermitian yields 
L,[u]=2(x,x:+x*x:)(x;x:‘+x;x:‘) 
+2(x;x:‘+x;x~‘)(x,x~+x,x~) 
-(x:x: +x;x: +x,x,*‘+x*x:‘)‘. (8) 
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Upon expanding (8) one can make simplifications based on the fact that A’, 
and X2 are conjoined and on the fact that the Wronskian of A’, , A’, , 
w[x,,x,]=x,*x;-X:‘X,=E 
(and hence W* = E). It then follows that 
L,[u]=(x,x:‘-x;x:)2+(x2xz*‘-x;x,*)2+x~x:’-x2x:’ 
+x;x~-x;x,*+x,x~x;x~‘+x,x,*x;x~’ 
+x;x;“‘x,x~+x;x~‘x,x~-x;x~x,x~’ 
-x;x,*x,x~‘-x,x~‘x;x,*-x,x~‘x;x~. 
Creating a perfect square and again utilizing the Wronskian conditions 
yields 
Observe that F;(t)=P(t) U(r)-U(z)P(t) and that F,(a)=0 so that 
F,(t) = F(t). 
Now the singularities of a conjoined solution are isolated, see, e.g., [S, 
p. 357 3, and on any subinterval Z, of [a, 00) on which X, is nonsingular 
X,(t) = X,(t) Wt), 
H(t)=X,‘(c) X,(c)+ ~‘X;‘(s) X:-l(s) ds, CEZ,. 
L 
It follows from the fact that X, and X2 are conjoined that H* = H. Thus 
A-,( I) X:‘(t) - X,(t) X,+‘(t) = X, H*‘X: = E 
and so 
X;(t) X:(r) - X;(t) X;(t) = E. 
This completes the proof of the theorem. i 
It is clear that the matrix analogue of (6) is obtained from (7) if u(t) 
commutes with U”(t) and with P(t). To this end we restrict our attention 
to the case where P(t) satisfies an additional condition. We shall say that 
a matrix M(t) is functionally commutative on [a, 00) if it satisfies 
for all S, t E [a, cc ). 
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We remark that the set of functionally commutative matrices contains, for 
example, all matrices of the form Cp=, fi( t) c’, where fi(t) is a scalar 
function and C is any constant matrix. 
In the next theorem we show that functional commutativity implies the 
existence of Hermitian conjoined solutions of (4). When these solutions are 
used in the construction of U the desired commutativity in (7) is obtained. 
THEOREM 2. Let P(t) be functionally commutative. Then the solutions X, 
and X, of Theorem 1 are Hermitian. 
Proof. Let a matrix X,(t) be defined by the series 
X,(t) = E-j’ jr’ P(tO) dt, dr, 
a a 
+ j’ j” j” j” P(t2) P(tO) dt, dt, dt, dt, 
aa 0 a 
-j;j;... j; P( t4) P( t2) P( to) dtO .. . dt, + . . . (9) 
The series converges uniformly and absolutely on all compact subintervals 
J of [a, co). This follows since on a given compact subinterval J the 
continuity of P(t) yields boundedness, say (( P(t)11 Q M on J, and thus 
corresponding terms of the series for X,(t) are bounded by those of the 
series 
Differentiating (9) formally it is readily established that this derived series 
is also uniformly and absolutely convergent on J and thus represents X;(t). 
Upon formally differentiating again one discovers the negative of P(t) X,(t) 
so convergence is assured and we have shown that (9) is the solution X, 
of Theorem 1. It is trivial to see that X;(a) = 0 from the derivative of (9). 
It now follows from (9) and the hypothesis that P(t) is Hermitian and 
functionally commutative that X:(t) 3 X,(t). In an analogous manner 
X,(t) defined by 
X,(t)=(t-a)E-j’{“(t,-a)P(t,)dt,dt, 
II 0 
+~‘j”~**~“(t,,-a)P(~,)P(t,)dt,,dt~dt,dt,+ ... 
(1t.l a a 
yields the second Hermitian solution. 1 
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We remark that for C a non-Hermitian constant n x n matrix, X,( t)c 
is a non-Hermitian conjoined solution of (4). Thus P functionally 
commutative does not guarantee that all conjoined solutions of (4) are 
Hermitian. 
COROLLARY 3. Let X(t) be a Hermitian conjoined solution of (4) on 
[a, co), then P(t)X(t)=X(t) P(t) andX’(t)X(t)=X(t)X’(t) on [a, 30). 
Proof Since X”(t) + P(t) X(t) = 0 we have X*“(t) +X*(t) P*(t) = 0 
but X and P Hermitian yields X”(t) + X(t) P(t) = 0 and hence 
X(t) P(t) = P(t) X(t). The second property is immediate from (5). 1 
COROLLARY 4. Let P(t) be functionally commutative and A’, , X2 be the 
solutions of Theorem 2. Then X1(t) X,(t) = X,(t) X,(t) on [a, co ). 
Proof In the proof of Theorem 1 it is pointed out that H* = H. This 
translates into saying that for all c for which X,(c) is nonsingular 
XT(c) x:-l(c) = x;‘(c) X,(c). 
Since X, and X2 are Hermitian and the singularities of X, are isolated the 
conclusion follows. 1 
LEMMA 5. Let P(t) be functionally commutative, X,, X, be as in 
Theorem 2, and U(t) = X:(t) + X:(t). Then 
0) P(t) u(t) = U(t) P(t), 
(ii) U(t) U’(t) = U’(t) U(t), and 
(iii) U(t) U”(t) = U”(t) U(t). 
Proof Part (i) follows from Corollary 3 and (iii) follows immediately 
from (ii). To obtain (ii), again using Corollary 3, one obtains 
f[UU’-u’u]=x:x*x;-x,x;x:+x:x,x;-x*x;x: 
=X,[X,X;-x;x*]x*-x*cx;x,-x*x;1x,. 
Since X, and X2 are Hermitian, the terms within the brackets above are 
W[X,, X2] and W*[X,, X2], respectively, and hence have the value E, 
The conclusion now follows from Corollary 4. 1 
THEOREM 6. Let P(t) be functionally commutative. Then the system 
2UU”- (U’)‘+4P(t) U* =4E (10) 
has a positive definite Hermitian solution U(t) on [a, a). In particular 
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U(t) = X:(t) + X:(t), where X,, X2 are the solutions of (4) satisfying initial 
conditions X,(u) = X;(a) = E, X;(u) = X,(a) = 0. 
Proof It follows from Theorem 1 and Lemma 5 that U(t) is a 
Hermitian nonnegative definite solution of (10). It remains for us to show 
that U is actually positive definite. Suppose that for some t there exists 
y E C” such that 0 = y*U(t)y = (X,(t)y)* (X,(t)y) + (X,(t)y)* (X,(t)y), then 
X,(t)y=OandX,(t)y=O.Nowy*y=y*W[X,,X,]y=[X,(t)y]* [X;(t)y] 
- [X’,(t)y]* [X,(t)y]=O and hence y=O. Thus U(t) is positive 
definite. 1 
To complete the construction of the Bohl transformation for systems, it 
remains to show that there exists a matrix function V(t) which satisfies the 
matrix analogue of (2), namely 
V” + P(t) V= VP3 (11) 
on [a, co]. The function U(t) of Theorem 6, being positive definite 
Hermitian has a unique positive definite Hermitian square root V(t), see, 
e.g., [S, pp. 506-5071. The matrix function V(t) can be expressed in the 
form 
V(t)= [u(t)]-“2 E- kz, c,CE- a(t) Wlk}~ (12) 
where u(t) = ${ trace U(t)} -’ (trace U(t) # 0 since U(t) is positive definite), 
and c, = $, ck = (1 .3.. . (2k - 3))/(k!zk), k = 2, 3, . . . . Moreover, since U(t) 
is twice continuously differentiable, V(t) is twice continuously differentiable 
on [a, co) [4, p. 1883. 
LEMMA 7. Let V(t) be defined by (12), where U(t) is us in Theorem 6. 
Then V(t) V’(t) = V’(t) V(t). 
Proof Since U(t) = V2(t), vi(t) V(t) = V(t) vi(t) for j= 1,2, . . . . Also 
Lemma 5(ii) implies V(t) U’(t) = U’(t) V(t) in view of (12). Now using the 
fact that [ Uj]‘= jU’-‘U’ the term-wise derivative of (12) converges 
uniformly and absolutely on compact subintervals of [a, cc ) and hence 
represents V’(t), Since V commutes with powers of U and with U’ the 
conclusion follows. 1 
THEOREM 8. Let P(t) be functionally commutative on [a, 00). Then the 
system (11) has a positive definite Hermitiun solution V on [a, a~). In 
particular V is the positive definite Hermitian square root of the solution U 
of Theorem 6. 
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Proof U= V*, U’=2VV’, and U”=2VV”+2[V’]2. Hence 
2UU”- [U’]2+4PU2=4V”V3+4PV4 
since V and V” also commute by Lemma 7. Now V(t) is nonsingular so the 
conclusion follows from (10). 1 
With X,(t) and X,(t) as defined in Theorem 1 and V(t) = 
[X:(t) + X;(t)] ‘12, then V(f) is the Bohl transformation of the pair X,(t), 
X2(f) and satisfies (11). That equation shall be referred to as the Bohl 
differential system. On account of the initial conditions satisfied by X,(t) 
and X2(t), it is evident that U(a) = E and U’(a) = 0. Also since V(t) is the 
unique positive definite Hermitian square root of U(t), it follows that 
V(a) = E, and since U’(t) = 2V(t) V’(t), V’(a) = 0. A converse exists to the 
relationship we have established between the solutions of (10) and those 
of (11). 
THEOREM 9. Let P(t) be functionally commutative on [a, a). Zf V(t) is 
a positive definite Hermitian solution of (11) on [a, 00) with V(a) = E, 
V’(a) = 0 then U(t) = V’(t) is a positive definite Hermitian solution of (10) 
with U(a) = E, U’(a) = 0. 
Proof Since P and V are Hermitian and V” + PV= V3, it is 
immediate that PV = VP. Thus multiplying (11) by V(t) on the left and on 
the right yields V(t) V”(t) - V”(t) V(t) = 0. Integrating this last expression 
from a to t yields V(t) V’(t) = V’(t) k’(t). The conclusion now follows 
easily. 1 
A useful transformation which may be important in its own right is now 
readily established. We note that from the proof of the previous theorem 
the functional commutativity of P(t) yields its commutativity with V(t). 
LEMMA 10. Let V(t) be a solution of (11) on [a, co) which commutes 
with P(t) andsuch that V(t) V’(r)- V’(z) V(z)=Ofor some z. Zf X(t), Y(t) 
are n x n matrix functions related by X(t) = V(t) Y(t) then X” + PX= 0 tf 
andonly tf(K*Y’)‘+ V*Y=O. 
Proof It is easy to see that X”+PX= V-‘(V’Y”+ V-*Y+2VV’Y’) 
and ( V2 Y’)’ = V2 Y” + ( VV’ + v’ V) I”. Consequently, we have x” + PA’= 
V-‘[(V*Y’)‘+ V-*Y+(VV’- V’V)Y’]. Now the commutativity of P 
and V yields V”V- VV” E 0, and hence V’V- VV’=O by the condition 
at z. 1 
We shall now establish the sine/cosine analogue of (3) for the system (4). 
It is apparent from (3) that given an n x n matrix function Q(t) (in the 
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ensuing development Q(t) = jj, V-*( s ) d ) s we need matrix functions S(t; Q), 
S(t; Q) which are sine/cosine-like. These functions have been developed in 
the context of studying the generalized polar coordinate transformation. 
See, e.g., [ 1, 3, 71. The role of the sine, cosine functions in (3) is assumed 
by the n x n matrix solution pair Y(t) = S(t; a, Q), Z(t) = C(t; a, Q) of the 
differential system 
Y’= Q(t)Z, Z’= -Q(t) Y, adt 
Y(a) = 0, Z(a) = E, 
(13) 
where Q(t) is continuous and Hermitian. We also note that the differential 
system in (13) along with the initial conditions Y(a) = E, Z(a) = 0 has as 
its solution the pair Y(t) = C(r; a, Q), Z(t) = - S(t; a, Q) and that with 
arbitrary initial conditions Y(a), Z(a) the solution of (13) may be written 
as 
Y(f) = C(c a, Q, J’(a) + S(t; a, Q, Z(a) 
Z(t) = - S(t; a, Q, Y(a) + C(t; a, Q, Z(a). 
S and C also satisfy certain “trigonometric” identities: 
C*C+ S*S= E, s*c- c*s=o. 
It is easy to see that if Q(t) is nonsingular then the differential system (13) 
is equivalent to the system 
(Q-lY’)‘+QY=O (14) 
via the transformation Z = Q - ’ Y’. 
THEOREM 11. Let P(t) be functionally commutative on [a, co) and let 
V(t) be a positive definite Hermitian solution of (11) on [a, co ) for which 
V(a) = E, V’(a) = 0. Then 
x,(t) = v(t) C(c a, Q, 
x,(t) = J’(t) St?; a, Q,, 
with Q(t) = V-‘(t), are conjoined solutions of (4) for which W[X,, X2] = E. 
Proof. By Theorem 8, V(t) exists as described above. Let X(t) be an 
n x n matrix function having C2 components on [a, 00) and Y(f) be defined 
by X(t) = V(t) Y(r). From Lemma 10 we have that X is a solution of (4) 
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if and only if Y is a solution of (14). Thus X, , X, as described are solutions 
of (4). Further X, and X, are conjoined, since if X represents X, (or X1), 
using the fact that C’= - VP2(t),S (S’= V-‘(t)C) we have 
x*x’-x*‘x= c*v(vc’+ V’C)- (c*‘v+ c*v’) vc 
= -C*V2V-2S+C*VV’C+S*V-~VZC-C*V’VC 
=c*(vv’- V’V)C+S*C-c*s=o 
since V commutes with its derivative and S*C= C*S. Also 
w[x,,x,]=c*v(vs’+v’s)-(c*‘v+c*v’)vs 
=c*v2v--2c+c*vv’s+s*v-2v2s-c*v’vs 
=c*c+s*s+c*(vv’- v,V)SEE. 1 
III. OSCILLATION AND COMPARISON 
Now that the Bohl transformation for systems has been constructed, we 
are prepared to extend to systems the scalar oscillation theorem of R&b 
cited at the end of Section I. That result will be used to extend a com- 
parison theorem also due to R&b. 
THEOREM 12. Let P(t) be functionally commutative on [a, CD) and let 
V(t) be a positive definite Hermitian solution of (11) on [a, co) for which 
V(a) = E, V’(a) = 0. Then (4) is oscillatory if and only if J: tr[ V-*(t)] dt 
= w. 
Proof: Let X(t) be the conjoined solution of (4) which satisfies 
X(a)=E, X’(a)=0 on [a, co). By Theorem 11, X(t)= V(t) C(t;a, V2(t)). 
Now by [3], C(t; a, V-‘(t)) is oscillatory if and only if Jz tr[ V-‘(t)] dt 
= 00. Since V(t) > 0, the result follows. m 
The classical Sturm comparison theorem for scalar equations asserts that 
if (1) is oscillatory on [a, co) and if pl(t)>/p(t) is continuous, then the 
equation x” +p,(t)x = 0 is also oscillatory on [a, CC ). In [6, p. 3453 the 
following problem is considered. Does there exist a function p,(t) such that 
(1) is oscillatory on [a, w ) when p(t) apI( yet is nonoscillatory for 
p(t) cpl(t)? R&b answers this question in the negative by proving: if (1) is 
oscillatory on [a, a) then there exists a continuous function PI(t) with 
p,(t)<p(t) on [a, co) such that x”+pl(t)x=O is oscillatory on [a, KI). 
Our next theorem will extend this scalar result of Rab to the system (4). 
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THEOREM 13. Let P(t) be functionally commutative on [a, 00). Zf (4) is 
oscillatory on [a, co) then there exists a continuous Hermitian matrix 
function P,(t) with P,(t)<P(t) on [a, co) such that 
X” + P,(t)X=O (15) 
is oscillatory on [a, co). 
Proof Let V(t) be a positive definite Hermitian solution of (11) on 
[a, co) for which V(a) = E, V’(a) = 0. Since (4) is oscillatory on [a, 00) by 
Theorem 12 we conclude that 
s 00 tr[ V’(t)] dr = cc. (16) (1 
Now P(t) = VP4 - V’V’. Let c by any real number such that 0 -CC < 1 
and define PI(t) by 
PI(t) = c2T4- TV- l. (17) 
Because of the choice of c and the fact that V> 0 and Hermitian it is clear 
that PI(t) is continuous, Hermitian, and satisfies PI(t) < P(t) on [a, 00). 
Rearranging (17) we have that V satisfies V” + P,V= c2V3. Letting 
Y= V-‘X and using a variation of Lemma 10 we have X” + P,X= 
cV-‘[((l/c)V2Y’)‘+cV2Y]. Thus, X is a conjoined solution of (15) on 
[a, co) satisfying X(a) = E, X’(a) = 0 if and only if Y is a solution on 
[a, co) of 
‘+cT2Y=O; Y(a) = E, Y’(a) = 0. (18) 
But (18) is equivalent to the system (13) with Q(t)=cV’(t) and thus 
X(t)= V(t) C[t; a, cV2]. Now, 
j1 tr[cV2(t)] dt = c /m tr[ V2(t)] dr = CC 
a a 
because of (16), and so by the proof of Theorem 12, (15) is nonoscillatory 
on [ha). I 
We conclude by observing that the following lemma due to St. Mary [9, 
pp. 393-3943 provides yet another approach that leads to Theorem 12. 
LEMMA 14. For R(t) and P(t) continuous Hermitian matrix functions, let 
H(t) be an n x n matrix function such that H and RH’ are absolutely con- 
tinuous on[a, 00) and (RH’)*H= H*(RH’) on [a, co). Put 9(t)= H*RH 
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and p(t)=H*[(RH’)‘+PH]. Then H*[(RU’)‘+PU]=(9X’)‘+3’X, 
where U = HX. Furthermore, IY H is nonsingular on [a, GO) then the system 
(RU’)’ + PU = 0 is oscillatory on [a, CC) ij” and only if the system 
(9X’)’ + 9X= 0 is oscillatory on [a, co). 
In the notation of the above lemma, letting H = V, a positive definite 
Hermitian solution of (11) on [a, co), results in 92 = V2, 9 = V( Y” + PV) 
= V2, and so V( U” + PU) = (V’X’)’ + V 2X. Thus, U” + PU= 0 is 
oscillatory on [a, co) if and only if (V’X’)’ + V 2X=O is oscillatory 
on [a, 03). 
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